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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Moleskine | Moleskine&apos;s Classic Roller Pen Black Plus Pen is
an innovative rectangular shaped pen with a simple yet sophisticated casing of matte black ABS
finish. Ergonomically designed with distinctive features, it fits perfectly on a Moleskine notebook
using its rubberised black steel clip lid which has an engraved logo. The 0.7mm Medium Tip pen has
a springy point and comes with black roller gel refill plus ink and can be easily refilled using any of
Moleskine&apos;s colourful gel roller ink refills. Comes with 24 stickers to customise the pen. |
Moleskine&apos;s Classic Roller Pen Black Plus Pen is an innovative rectangular shaped pen with a
simple yet sophisticated casing of matte black ABS finish. Ergonomically designed with distinctive
features, it fits perfectly on a Moleskine notebook using its rubberised black steel clip lid which has
an engraved logo. The 0.7mm Medium Tip pen has a springy point and comes with black roller gel
refill plus ink and can be easily refilled using any of Moleskine&apos;s colourful gel roller ink refills.
Comes with 24 stickers to customise the pen. | Format: General merchandise | Language/Sprache:
english | 28 gr | 186x74x14 mm | 1 pp.
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of
looking at a written book.
-- K ir stin Schuppe-- K ir stin Schuppe
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